OKINAWA, JAPAN
ENTITLEMENTS

ACCOMPANIED

Authorized shipments include: HHGs, UB, NTS and storage of one POV

100% of full JFTR weight entitlement for your HHG and UB the rest of the weight entitlement will be placed in NTS

Unaccompanied Baggage cannot exceed 2,000 LBS. (no furniture items)

Must provide Area of Clearance before shipment of HHGs can be shipped.

UNACCOMPANIED

Authorized shipments include: UB, dependents relocations if authorized, and storage of one POV.

10% of full JFTR weight not to exceed 1,000 LBS.

Authorized PCS weight allowance for Okinawa, Japan

*Full JFTR weight/25% of full JFTR weight)

MGySgt-SgtMaj/E-9 *(15,000) O-6/W-6 *(18,000)
MSgt/1st Sgt/E-8 *(14,000) O-5/W-5 *(17,500)
GySgt/E-7 *(13,000) O-4/W-4 *(17,000)
SSgt/E-6 *(11,000) O-3/W-3 *(14,500)
Sgt/E-5 *(9,000) O-2/W-2 *(13,500)
Cpl-Pvt/E-4 to E-1 *(8,000) O-1/W-1 *(12,000)